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door lock
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www.yale.co.uk

An AssA ABLOY Group brand

THE YALE BRAND, with its unparalleled global reach and range of products, reassures 
more people in more countries than any other consumer locking solution. 

THE ASSA ABLOY GROUP is the world’s leading manufacturer and supplier of locking 
solutions, dedicated to satisfying end-user needs for security, safety and convenience. 
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Recognised BSI Peformance
Accredited with the British Standards Institute 
enhanced security performance requirements 
for door assemblies. 

Secured by Design
Police preferred specification accredited security 
product of the official UK Police flagship initiative, 
supporting the principles of ‘designing out crime’

10 Year Mechanical Guarantee 
YS170 comes with Yale’s uncompromising 10 year 
guarantee, ensuring complete peace of mind for you 
and your family

Insurance Approved
YS170 is recognised by all leading insurance 
companies to work with Yale’s portfolio of door 
products to offer a home maximum security protection



Keyfree
YS170 is Keyfree compatible, to combine 
security with convenience and allows  
you to protect your home without a key. No more lost 
keys, no more rummaging in your bag and no more 
cutting keys for visitors – Yale Keyfree is the perfect 
way to make your new door complete. 
For more information please visit www.yale.co.uk

Handles
Full range of door handles available, 
standard and security lever/lever or lever/pad.

Branded Cylinder Range
Yale offers a range of anti-manipulation 
euro profile cylinders, with standard and 
kitemark options, tested to the very latest 

security standards to provide  
the ultimate in key security.

Hookbolts Including Centre Hookbolt
Engineered to provide high levels of security against forced  
attack by gripping the frame and sash together, employing true 
anit-seperation locking technology.

Multiple Locking Points 
The YS170’s strategically positioned multiple locking points deliver 
optimal strength, security and durability.

Stainless Steel Faceplate
For robust, non-corrosive and long lasting performance.

Stainless Steel Rollers
Provides a weatherproof seal and offers additional security by 
tightly binding the door sash and frame together.

YS170 is the new multi-point locking system, from 
the world’s favourite lock company, Yale.

By choosing YS170, you are assured of optimum 
door performance and unparalleled quality, 
alongside a choice of lock types, furniture and 
even mechanical or electronic access, all without 
compromising on security or aesthetics.

The reasons why your  
doors should be fitted with 


